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Age Level: 9 - 12 | Grade Level: 4th and upMy name is Brody Valentine (please don&apos;t make

fun of my last name), and this is the story of how I accidentally became a 6th grade secret agent at

my school. My life is plain and boring, but I do my best to keep it that way. That&apos;s why when a

dangerous secret fell into my lap, I wasn&apos;t exactly jumping for joy. Everything I knew to be

true was completely flipped around and suddenly I&apos;ve found myself buried in special codes

and conspiracies. Now I&apos;m being hunted after because my brain knows a secret so huge your

head would explode if you heard it.Secret Agent 6th Grader is a thrilling mystery that&apos;s

entertaining for children ages 9-12, middle school students, and adults (who never grew up).
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This is a fun series. My ten-year-old has really enjoyed the story - it's campy, but lots of fun, and

well written for fifth to sixth grade readers, and perhaps even some fourth graders.

I got this eBook for my oldest who just entered 6th grade and who doesn't always like to read on his

own. We got this near the end of summer when he had a break from sports & camps, so he was

extremely bored and complaining of having nothing to do. I read it quickly as well & it was a fun read



:) There are parts that are kind of cheesy, but it's a book geared towards 6th graders, so I didn't

mind too much. My son thought it was a great read- fun & exciting. There are definitely parts of this

book that are suspenseful and keep the reader engaged, which was PERFECT for him. The ending

was really good and it definitely made him want to read the rest of the series. Highly recommend

this to anyone with a middle schooler! :)

Speaking as a 3rd grader who loves mysteries and funny things...this was one of the best books I

ever read.

I chose to give Secret Agent 6th Grader by Marcus Emerson, Noah Child 5 Stars because it was

absolutely excellent. There was suspense and mystery, yet all in the excitement of A: the ninja

secret agent theme and B: a book! I would recommend this to anyone from 3rd to 8th grade. I git

this boo the summer before 6th grade and it made me think that I can help the school even as the

"newbie" I love it!!!!!

My son is a voracious reader and devoured this book happily. The other books by the author, 6th

Grade Ninja series, are also good.

I liked this book a lot. I really think Marcus Emerson is a great author and has done well on both this

book and the 6th grade ninja series, which I have also read. Overall, I liked the book a lot.

Awesome book! Weird fact about me.... I tend to have crushes on cartoons. I know the pictures

were drawn in black and white, but Linus looks kinda... well.... cute...

He read this first in the series and said it was OK, while he loves the Ninja series by the same

author. I read both and think this series was more interesting and varied, but of course parents are

not the target audience! It's set in the same school as the Ninja series and has some overlapping

characters, which helps tie the series together. I'm hoping he'll want to read the rest of this series

after he finished all 7 Ninja books.
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